DNA typing for HLA class I alleles: I. Subsets of HLA-A2 and of -A28.
A group of HLA-A locus alleles known to be comprised of approximately 14 closely related variants are collectively called HLA-A2 and -A28. Variations among these alleles are given by differences in only a few codons, and in the case of A*6901, elements of A*6801 (exons 1 and 2) and of A*0201 are combined. The purpose of these experiments was to determine the possibility of designing oligonucleotide probes to identify and develop a typing method for all or most of the A2 and A28 variants. Because the regions of interest are also shared by alleles of other groups, allele-specific or group-specific primers were needed to amplify only the alleles under study. HLA-A2-specific amplification of exon 2 and selective amplification of portions of exon 3 of the A2-A28 group were accomplished with sequence-specific primers and after appropriate adjustments of the PCR conditions. Hybridization patterns using products of four PCR reactions with our set of probes distinguished 11 alleles. Two other alleles might be recognized with the reagents used, but were not found in the panels in this study. A*0201 and A*0209, which are different in exon 4, were not resolved because exon 4 was not tested. A new variant of Aw68, defined by a hybridization pattern obtained with our probes, was different from A*6801 only in that it was negative with probe A6. It was called A*68.3. Population studies were performed in North American whites, blacks, and Indians and in a sample of subjects from North China. HLA-A*0201 was the most frequent allele. A*0202 was found only in blacks, and A*0203 and A*0207 were found only in Chinese. Among the A28-positive subjects, Caucasoids were predominantly A*6801 or A*68.3; A*6802 was the most frequent subtype in American blacks; among American Indians the predominant type was A*68.3. The two A28-positive Chinese subjects studied had A*6901. The results obtained demonstrate that DNA typing is an efficient method for determining these alleles. The methodology should be applicable to other class I groups and should be useful for more extensive population studies, for matching for bone marrow transplantation, and for investigation of certain diseases associated with HLA class I alleles.